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Penetrates deeply - increases core temperature, micro-circulaton, lymph flow,
elimination of metabolic waste & heavy metals, increasing body’s chi energy.

Patented semi-conductor
chip converts electrical
energy into FIR energy.

 Relax® Far Infrared Sauna

Relax
Lie Down Sauna

1000 watts

Relax Sauna Radiator
Relax Sit-up Sauna

1500 watts

 Decrease in Inflammation is Remarkably Fast !
Use for 5-10 minutes for Pain Management & Reducing Inflammation with your clothes on.

Use for 5-10 minutes for Relaxation & Stress Management with your clothes on.
Use for 5-10 mintues for Vitality, Energy & Rejuvenation with your clothes on.

Or ... Use for 20 minutes for an Amazing Detox Sweat with your clothes off.

The Relax Sauna’s semi-conductor chip technology makes it  the only
(Far) Infrared Sauna that is able to filter out the near infrared energy
(hair dryer, space heater), and actually generate between 95-99% FAR
Infrared Energy, which is unheard of in the Infrared Sauna industry.

Dr. Sherry Rogers, author of “Detoxify or Die”
states that a Far Infrared Sauna is the Best way
to get Rid of Heavy Metals, and the ONLY way

to get plastics out of your body !

  Many eminent authors & leaders in the field of
 Alternative health now prefer and endorse

 the Relax FIR Sauna over the Wood Infrared Saunas.
They enthusiastically tell us how much they LOVE &

ENJOY the Relax Sauna, declaring it to be the  “Best
Far Infrared Sauna”  they have ever used.

 A few of the benefits that they and their patients have
experienced with the Relax Sauna:

Portability, Convenience, 30 second heat up time, choice
of “head in or out”, Quality, Effectiveness & Price

These professionals and their patients now testify to
the innumerable remarkable benefits from owning their

own personal  Relax FIR Sauna.

“No Sweat,
 Know Sweat”

The definitive Guide to
Reclaim your Health

 by Dr. Bill Akpinar M.D.
This book covers the History of Sweating.& why

sweat therapy is excellent for health mainte-
nance of body, mind, and spirit, and how it helps

restore balance in all three aspects.
As a holistic dentist,  with training in Chinese
Medicine and Chi Gong, Dr. Akpinar maintains

that almost all detoxifcation programs are rarely
as effective without using Sweat Therapy.

Dr. Akpinar was a keynote speaker at a recent
integrative medical doctor conference in Long

Beach , California on Detoxification.
He has recommended many of his patients call

us & order The Relax Sauna.  One of his patients
called us after 5 days with a major miracle story.

Sky Eye Professional
800 watt Radiator

K510 medical
device

# K053376

Free 5-minute Demo
at our Booth
You will not sweat.

(It take 8 minutes to sweat)

If you are a health professional:  Use in your office & recommend to your patients or clients !

Enjoy The Relax Sauna in Your Own Home !

200 watt
Table Lamp

--- Experience All of the Relax Products ! ----


